
Mrs. Marlene Buckeridge 

Ocicat Show 8th January 2011 

Many thanks for inviting me to judge (normally not possible as the October Show clashes with my 
RBBA Show).  Heartfelt thanks to Val Anderson (Foreign) for stewarding and getting me through a 
rather busy day.  Well done to Lynda Ashmore and her various teams for the Joint Shows especially 
to Jane Keates who managed the Ocicat Section so well.  Thank you also to the Club for the beautiful 
OciCARD and the gift of OciJAM! 

Imperial Grand Champion 

IGC CAUNTER’S GR. CH. THICKTHORN BAYLAUREL (73a) F 22.4.06 A Blue Ocicat female of good 
size and weight.  Handled OK but happier in her pen.  Quite large well set ears with enough width 
between them to give the correct 45 degree setting.  Shows a slight curve muzzle to cheek.  Slightly 
square look to the muzzle.  Level bite although her chin falls away slightly.  Slight dip to nose in 
profile and a gentle rise from the bridge of the nose to the brow.  Modified wedge head – large 
almond shaped green eyes, angled slightly and with good width between them.  Solid substantial 
body which is well muscled.  Strong legs and compact oval paws.  Mushroom colour to undercoat 
with blue thumbprint shaped spotting.  Shows small amount of linkage on sides.  Bulls eyes are there 
but not quite perfect.  Texture of coat quite short and close lying although could be just a little more 
satin like in texture.   Clear Tabby “M” on Forehead breaking into lines and spots on lower neck and 
shoulders.  Ringed tail and spotted tummy.   

Grand Premier Male 

GPC MAUDLIN’S PR. THICKTHORN TAMBAA TYPHA (73r) MN 15.7.08  Fawn - A big Male Neuter 
who was not too happy today.  Solid and muscular body – a substantial cat.  Ears could be a fraction 
larger for balance, set well and with tufts.  Large almond shaped eyes with good width between 
them – hazel in colour.  Head is a moderate wedge, jowls disguising it somewhat.  Nose has a very 
slight dip in profile.  Level bite although chin falls away.  Short close lying coat – some linkage on 
sides.  Spotted tummy.  Could just make out bulls eyes on sides.  Ringed and spotted tail.  Square 
look to muzzle.  Fawn spotting on an oatmeal  ground colour.  Tail tip fawn.  Thumb print shaped 
spots on body.  Spine line a little solid. 

Grand Premier Female 

GPC WHITING’S PR. THICKTHORN LOTTIE (73b) FN 25.11.09  Chocolate Female.  An elegant 
young girl of good size and weight and in super condition.  Lovely type with good “wild look”.  Long 
body and strong legs and oval paws.  Large, thumb print shaped spots which are very distinct.  Three 
broken necklaces and bulls eyes on both sides.  Just shows the tiniest of linkage on shoulders.  
Spotted tummy.  Three rows of spots along the spine.  Ringed tail with dark chocolate colour to tip.  
Lovely bright chocolate spotting on a pale copper ground.  Moderately large well set ears with tufts 
and good width between them.  Clear Tabby “M” on forehead, intricate scarab breaking into lines 
and spots on shoulders.  Large, almond shaped eyes, hazel colour.  Level bite and quite good chin.  
Super texture to short close lying coat with feels like satin. 

Dominant Ocicat Adult 

1ST & CC CROFT’S AMEEKA ALABAMA FIZZ (73) F 2.7.07  Tawny mature looking female.  
Super size and weight, very muscular.  Head has correct moderate wedge and slightly square look to 
the muzzle. Large rounded almond eye shape of good colour depth.   Level bite, deep chin although 
it could be stronger.  Tapered tail a little fine but balanced in length.  Broad chest.  Short, close lying 
coat with very distinct thumb print shaped spotting.  Tabby “M” on forehead, scarab, facial 



pigmentation lines etc.  Two unbroken necklaces.  Well set moderately large ears with tiny tufts.  
White on chin, lips and nostrils.  Good “wild” look.  Shiny, glossy coat.  A real wriggler! 

2ND THREAPLETON’S AALSPOTZ JANILLE (73) F 12.3.10 A very active young girl, just adult and 
has time to develop fully.  Super deep copper eye colour and almond shape slightly slanting – good 
width between them too.  Well set fairly large ears with tufts.  Head longer than wide.  Square look 
to muzzle.  Level bite although chin falls away a little.  Short, close lying coat.  Very distinct dark 
brown spots on a tawny agouti ground colour.  Nose has a slight dip in profile and rise from bridge to 
brow.  Tapered tail, which could be a little longer for balance.  Very long body at the moment, 
slender limbs, slender body but good weight and in super condition.  Dark brown spotting and tail 
tip.  Lots of small spots, Bulls eyes better one side than the other.  Colour to muzzle.  Clear facial 
markings.   

BOB THREAPLETON’S CH. AALSPOTZ LORNA DOONE (73) F 18.5.09  Well developed and mature 
looking Tawny female of good size and weight.  Quite large tufted ears.  Square look to muzzle.  Very 
slight dip in profile and the tiniest of bumps.   Deep gold almond shaped eyes.  Level bite. Three 
mainly broken necklaces.  Small spots.  Broken leg bracelets.  Clear bulls eyes both sides.  Tapered 
tail of balanced length.  Dark brown tail tip.  Nice Ocicat expression.  Tabby “M” on head, distinct 
facial tines.  Spotted toes.  Chin, lips and nostrils off white.  An elegant girl.  

Also considered for BOB 

SHORTEN’S CH. THICKTHORN TEABERRY (73) F 5.4.06  A super sized girl – very strong and athletic 
looking.  Good expression.  Very well set ears.  Green almond shaped eyes.  Short, close lying coat pf 
good texture with distinct spotted pattern.  Dark chocolate tail tip.  Level bite.  Chin, lips and nostrils 
pale which extends a little down the neck.  Broken necklaces.  Well broken spine line.  Ringed tail of 
proportionate length.  Spotted tummy.  Leg bracelets. 

Dominant Silver Kitten 

1ST & BOB CAUNTER’S THICKTHORN ERMINE LILY (73s) F 24.8.10 A really good sized Silver 
kitten.  Quite large pointed ears which are set at a 45 degree angle and have tufts.  Fractionally small 
almond shaped eyes of deep gold.  Very slight dip to nose in profile.  Nice cheek curve.  Bite level but 
chin could be stronger.  Distinct charcoal grey spotting on a silver agouti ground.  Good length 
tapered tail well ringed and with a black tip.  Broken lines of spots along spine.  Scarab and “M” on 
forehead. Wedge perhaps a fraction short and muzzle could be stronger but as she is just a baby I 
am sure things will change with time. 

Dominant Ocicat Neuter 

BOB WHITING’S PR. THICKTHORN LOTTIE (73b) FN 25.11.09  Also considered for BOB 

Also considered for BOB 

HAYCOCK’S GR. PR. AMEEKA WILDCAT SALLY (73) FN 11.10.08  A big female neuter who handled 
well.  Short, satin like coat with very distinct spotting.  Well broken spine line.  Level bite.  
Moderately large ears but she was holding them rather high on the head.  Black tail tip.  Square look 
to muzzle.  Triple broken necklaces.  Almond shaped green eyes set on a slight slant. 

AC Ocicat Classic Kitten 

MERIT MAUDLIN’S THORSOAK SONNUNG (73 41bs) M 28.4.10  Chocolate Silver Classic boy  Dark 
chocolate pattern on a creamy silver base.  Lovely short satin like texture to coat.  Chocolate tail tip.  
Well balanced pattern.  Warm chocolate spotting.  Deep gold eye colour.  He had a strange 
“moustache” of something on his face which rather spoiled his overall look.  Happier in his pen.   



MERIT SHORTEN’S AMEEKA DRAGONFIRE (73 41) M 30.6.10 Classic Tawny boy of lovely size and 
weight.  Super satin like close lying coat with a wonderful gloss.  Extremely good classic pattern 
which is well matched on both sides.  Quite large well set ears.  Almond shaped green eyes.  Level 
bite, fair chin.  Tapered tail of good length which is ringed.  Slight dip in profile and rise bridge to 
brow.  Handled well.  Nice Ocicat look.   

Miscellaneous Classes 

AC Ocicat Breeders Adult 

1ST THREAPLETON'S AALSPOTZ LEVI (73AS) M 15.2.10   A huge boy.  Lovely short satinlike coat 
with distinct spotting.  Whisker break and muzzle curve.  Good eye shape and set.  Gold in colour.  
Square look to muzzle.  Large, well set ears. 

2nd THREAPLETON’S CH. AALSPOTZ LORNA DOONE (73) F 18.5.09 

3rd CAUNTER’S CH. THICKTHORN CAFE AU LAIT (73ks) F 19.4.08 

Ac Ocicat Classic not bred by Exhibitor 

1ST BRYCE’S AMEEKA OSPREY (73 41) F 29.6.09  This lady was not overly happy today – a little 
small for her age.  Short, close lying coat of good texture.  Large pointed ears with tufts, well set.  
Oval eyes set on a slant – Light green.  Disinclined to let me check her bite so did not persist.  Quite 
clear pattern.  Tapered tail.  Only able to have her out for a short time. 

AC Ocicat or Ocicat Classic Senior Adult 

1ST SHORTEN’S AMEEKA KESTREL SPIRIT (73 41 k) F 1.1.08  A lovely strong cat.  Super distinct 
classic pattern.  Lovely coat texture.  Rich cinnamon colour and lighter cinnamon ground.  Ringed 
tapered tail.  Fairly large well set ears.  Deep gold eyes.  Lovely Ocicat wild expression. 

2nd Caunter’s Gr. Ch. Thickthorn Baylaurel (73a) F 22.4.06 

3RD CROFT’S AMEEKA ALABAMA FIZZ (73) F 2.7.07 

4th SHORTEN’S CH. THICKTHORN TEABERRY (73) F 5.4.06 

AC Ocicat Neuter not bred by Exhibitor 

1st PARRY’S GR. PR. NWELA FRECKLES (73bs) MN 21.5.08  A large (slightly plump) MN with a 
lovely coat texture.  Very short, close lying coat.  Good deep gold colour to eyes although looking a 
little full today.  Square look to muzzle.  Level bite.  Good nose shape.  Tabby M and clear facial lines.   

2nd WHITING’S PR. THICKTHORN LOTTIE (73b) FN 25.11.09 

3rd MAUDLIN’S PR. THICKTHORN TAMBAA TYPHA (73r) MN 15.7.08   

4th HAYCOCK’S GR. PR. AMEEKA WILDCAT SALLY (73) FN 11.10.08 

AC Ocicat Classic Neuter not bred by Exhibitor 

1st PARRY’S PARDALIS BELLE TALINI (73 41b) FN 7.1.10  Good sized female  lovely satin like 
texture to short close lying coat.  Long tapered tail.  Small butterfly and oysters.  Clear pattern. 

2nd WHITING’S THICKTHORN LEONARD (73 41) MN 25.11.09 Another big lad.  Good coat 
texture.  Head slightly longer proportions.  Longish nose.  Very large ears with long tufts.  Has a 
certain amount of agouti in the pattern. 

reapleton's%20Aalspotz%20Levi%20(73as)%20M%2015.2.10


3rd GRETTON’S THICKTHORN PINTO (73 41) MN 2.12.08 

 

 

 


